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To Lead people is like listening to a symphony... You hear the parts together... 
but also separately, at the same time. And combining them harmoniously displays
the Conductors Vision for the piece. That is Leadership.

Winning is not the only thing... but only if you enjoy losing.

Connecting with people is an incredible skill... and you connect first in their world
...because that is where they live their life and where their interests and values lie.

It never ceases to amaze me how potential can be chiseled into a lame excuse for lack of action.

Leadership has a higher calling... a higher destiny... and a higher Path for Life.

Success is not what you think it is. It is what you believe it is, and most never believe.

Success never asks to be in your life... it asks if you are worthy for it to show up in your life.

Time is amazing...you spend it, and it multiplies... you invest it, and it intensifies… and you ignore 
it... it passes you by.

Time has no favorites... and it doesn't become kinder to one over another... it just gives us back... 
what we put into it...

Goals are simply an image in your mind... that need to be crystallized on paper by your hand... 
and embraced with your heart...

Goals are kind of like children... you pay attention to them, they evolve into something powerful... 
you don't... they evolve into something pitiful...

Leaders and Managers are different... managers ask How? Leaders ask Why? Managers say 
"Do!"... Leaders say "Let us Do"...

Communication skills are the lifeblood of a successful life... if you plan on spending any time 
there...

Communication is really all anyone ever gets paid for ultimately... and if you cannot effectively 
communicate... you will PAY... not get paid...

Have you ever considered the cost of quitting? For a real eye opener... ask Thomas Edison... 
Steve Jobs... Michael Jordan... Jim Carrey... ask them how much it would have cost them if they 
had quit... what about you?

Winning isn't everything, or even the only thing...it's the single thing that determines who gets the 
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Winning isn't everything, or even the only thing...it's the single thing that determines 
who gets the prize....

Persistence takes a focus that doesn't see the obstacles but only sees the opportunity...

How in the world can someone say they are a loser when they made it over
millions of other "tadpoles" in their mother’s body? Incredible...

Organizing yourself is like eating candy, it makes you think twice about doing it... but once you 
do...the outcome is SWEET!

Influence is a matter of trust and attraction... people are attracted to who you are... and trust where 
you are going...

To inspire is an implant... to motivate is an injection... to manipulate is an infection...

Leaders know one thing... if they have no one following... it's gonna be a long walk.

Working for a living is great... but only produces a living... nothing more...

Most people are too busy making a living to ever put more life in their living.

Life is like an apple... what you do with the core when it's all said and done speaks volumes.

Motivation is said to be an inside job... actually it's an inside career for very successful folks.

Productivity is determined not by work... but by EFFECTIVE actions disguised as work.

Wealth is a by product of persistence mixed with patience and wrapped with powerful belief.

Lack is more of an acceptance of it in your life than a condition... you accept it, and it shows 
up...you refuse it... it goes away.

Lack is not something that happens to you... but within you.

Success can be measured easily... it's the getting there that is rarely measured with most people... 
nor tracked.

Being rich has more to do with a picture than a bank account... it is all about the picture you see in 
your mind about your life... that determines what's in your bank account.

Reality is... success rarely "shows up".... it is lured and attracted day by day by the right actions, 
thinking, and heart.
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Your heart is the power core of all your success... no matter what you desire, 
if your heart isn't in it... then you will be without it.

Why do some people succeed and most don't? Simple...True Expectations. 
What we TRULY expect to happen in our lives... not want... does.

God has such a sense of humor... we have the opportunity to do whatever 
we want with our lives... and He lets us!

Powerful thinking creates a powerful energy in your life... but it all starts with a powerful "Heart 
Set"... which creates a powerful Mindset.

The word LOSE simply stands for Lack Of Success Expectancy.

What you want in your life occasionally
 shows up... what you must have... always does.

The sound of failure is such a familiar sound... it can be found in the center of excuses.

Life really does take some planning... and doing... and persisting... trouble is... most operate only 
on a third of what it takes...  

Leadership is the art of seeing the invisible... then touching it.

Leadership is simply an energy that mobilizes people and moves them beyond where they 
believed they could go.

Leadership can be found in the most unusual and unexpected places... like in your daily routine 
when you live your life... amazing.

Achievement to most people is something that you do... to the high achiever... it is something that 
you are...

Looking is so very important... especially in success... because what you look to happen in your 
life... usually does... sad part is... most are looking down when success passes by.

Goals are incredibly important... or impotent. You decide.

The life you are leading is simply a reflection of your thinking.

Your paycheck is only a result of your thinking...

Your success... or mediocrity... or failure... is simply a reflection of you’re thinking. 
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Your thinking is simply a reflection... of your heart.

There is a difference between thoughts...and thinking... everyone has those familiar
daily thoughts... most never think past them.

Time is an interesting thing... it either molds you... or manipulates you... your choice.

Money is simply a tool... for success... or mediocrity... all depends on how you use it.

The heart of a leader is the heartbeat of a group... is your group on success life support?

Thinking has great value to most people... only when it is done though... which actually is rare...

Making a living is either a stairway to a coffin... or a stepping stone to greatness... your path awaits 
you.

It has been said that success only shows up when determination does...but it must be powered by 
a non-negotiable decision.

Have you ever really truly and honestly considered why you are not anymore successful? No? 
Therein lays your problem...

Life is so hard... as I heard it once said... but only to those who are the walking dead.

Integrity is not something that you should have to think about... nor consider doing... but some-
thing in the heart that is already done... then you will see long term success.

Patience is something that most people want... quickly.

The true secret to success lies within not the mind... nor actions... nor visions... but feelings... 
which is a fruit of the heart.

Making excuses is akin to faking a limp... both are a reflection of your true desires for a crippled 
life.

There is no reason to ever quit... unless of course you had no plans to ever succeed...that is called 
"Delusional Success"...

Time is one of those things that can slip past you quietly and easily... or you can squeeze every-
thing you can out of it and it kicks and screams all the way to Success.

Time has no conscience... it doesn't judge... it only mirrors... what you have put into your time... it 
mirrors back as your life.
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Frustration can become like a chain...and it can strangle your efforts for success... or 
you can get the key out and open the lock. Oh the key? The key of Decision that
unchains the future.

Success and failure comes in pairs. Either you have  a pair of aces called "Resolve
 and Undenied"...or a pair of jokers called "Wishing and Won't-ing"...your hand to play.

Working hard is the foundation for any success in life...but many people have wha I call the "Re-
verse Disease"...they see "working hard" as "hardly working"...and 
expect the same results... yeah right.

The future looks bright... for those who choose to shine... and become a star.

Determination in life is highly overrated...for those who have determined that a compass doesn't 
need a North Star. 

Vision is nothing more than an image that you have painted on the walls of your mind. Question 
is... who painted it?

Being organized has it's good points and bad... it's good for someone to be organized... as long as 
that someone isn’t you.

Life has a way of catching up to us....and showing us that we could have done so much more... 
with so much less. 

Leadership is only one thing...creation. Leaders are creationists that create things that were not 
there before, and create the reasons that everyone else accomplished it.

Success is a path that you can easily lose your way... because we forget that we need a "lantern 
of reality" and a "compass of flexibility"...which both are a must.

Winning in life is more than just money. It's about winning on the inside... and knowing that you 
have played the game of life with all you had, and then some.

Discouragement often is a result of listening to people who have their own best interests planned 
for your life...

Greatness lies within everyone... it is birthed in the heart, grown in our dreams, but usually stays 
on life support after our friends and family assassinate it with their excuses. 

Opportunity is like a well....if you don't lower the water bucket, then all you'lla gold mine...if you 
don't pick up the shovel, then you will Time is amazing...it has only one thing to say to 
anyone..."When?"
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Failure has no favorites...Success favors everyone.

Planning is a real waste of time... for those who waste time.

Goals are the mileposts on the highway of success... our friend's negativity are the
billboards of distraction. Which are you focused on? 

"There seems to be some confusion about achievement in life... some people think
that others will do it for you, but they end up doing it to you...”

"Leadership is about magnetic communication. Leaders have a way of communicating that draws 
people towards the vision, and the horizon...”

"Patience is a must for success... unless you simply cannot wait on it... and your success garden 
dies from lack of care..."

"Success lies in the heart, and is activated by the hope that lies in the dream..." 

"Life can be lived more fully if people simply quit pretending to be who they were told to be, and be 
who they really are..."

"Persistence is a painful path... because either it is the pain of pushing forward to success, or the 
pain of being pushed aside in life by others..."

"Time has a way of getting away from us when we don’t get a grip on it during the day..."

"Dreams are simply the emotions of the heart that have been painted into words..."

"Wealth is nothing more than a refusal to listen to broke people... and refusal to talk their 
language... and refusal to end up the refuse of life..."

"Communication starts with intention... as your intentions will be felt long before your message is 
heard..."

"The past has one good thing about it... you can learn from it, and not make those mistakes 
again..."

"Living in the past is kind of like living in a coffin... it's totally constraining, and ends up being a lid 
on your growth..."

"Excuses are the language of the failure and the melody of the mediocre..."
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